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A method of direct memory access subsystem verification used for Elbrus series micro-
processors has been described. A peripheral controller imitator has been developed in order
to reduce verification overhead. The model of imitator has been included into the functional
machine simulator. A pseudorandom test generator for verification of the direct memory
access subsystem has been based on the simulator.
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Direct Memory Access components verification system

1. Introduction

Modern computer systems require very intensive data exchange between the peripheral de-
vices and the random-access memory. In the most cases this exchange is performed by the direct
memory access (DMA) subsystem. The increasing demands for the performance of the subsys-
tem lead to an increase in its complexity, therefore requiring development of effective approaches
to DMA subsystem verification [1, 2].

This article is based on a result of a comprehensive project than combined implementation
of a there co-designed verification techniques based on the consecutive investigation of the DMA
subsystem employing one the three models: 1) a functional model written in C++ that corre-
sponds to behaviour of the subsystem in the environment determined by a real computer system
configuration, 2) RTL model in Verilog and 3) FPGA-based prototype. This article describes the
first method that enables verifying correctness of the design at an early stage of the verification
and eliminate a large quantity of bugs using simple tests.

The most important problem that significantly affects the quality of the subsystem verifi-
cation is the exhaustiveness of the representation of the external devices connected to it and
input vectors they generate. In this case, the problem has been solved by introducing a de-
vice imitating a peripheral controller and capable of generating a comprehensive range of DMA
subsystem interaction patterns into the functional model. The basic aspects of DMA imitator
implementation are presented in the second section.

The exhaustiveness of the subsystem in question verification is achieved with a test generator
allowing to provide necessary inputs using the imitator. The generator produces a test program
that performs the DMA imitator scenarios setup for all of its agents, launches their concurrent
execution, provides memory access by the CPU cores during the DMA access scenarios execution
and checks the final memory state. The generator operation principles are described in the fourth
section of the paper.

The generation of final memory state checking code requires a golden model of the memory
subsystem being available for the generator. A functional model library that will be described
in the third section has been reused from previous projects in order to fulfill this requirement.

2. Peripheral device imitator

Considering the computer system containing the subsystem (fig. 1a) in question it should be
noted that difficulties connected to precise modeling of the southbridge devices caused by the
usage of the complex device drivers can be avoided via imitating behavior of the real DMA agents.
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a). b).

Figure 1. The structure of the computer systems: a).Real configuration b). Model configuration (integra-
tion of the DMA imitator into the northbridge)

A masked DMA copy operation has been used as a basic operation that allows to implement the
significant number of the direct memory access scenarios. In order to achieve a high-speed test
execution, the imitator is integrated into to IO link between the northbridge and the chipset
(southbridge, fig. 1b). The positioning of the imitator as a standard IO controller allows to apply
this scheme to any modern Elbrus series processor.

The imitator represents a simplified version of the southbridge. It includes adjustable number
of identical agents (fig. 3), each capable of working in normal or table modes. In the table mode
the memory access scenario specification is simplified by providing them via tables placed in the
memory.

Agent is capable of the following operations:

∙ copying data from one area of the memory to another in normal and table modes,

∙ reading copy operation parameters from memory,

∙ data transformation.

The imitator is implemented as a PCI-compatible device, each agent is created as an indepen-
dent device that is controlled by a common bus via load and store operations to the configuration
space. Agents can perform an exchange with the memory using standard read and write packets.
The commutation between the agents is performed by the DMA Switch module.

Also the imitator includes:

∙ EEPROM agent for BIOS loading,

∙ PCIIO memory space agent for PCIIO memory imitation,

∙ PCIMem agent for video memory imitation.
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Figure 2. The structure of the DMA-imitator

The structure of the DMA-agent is shown at this fig. 3. ConfigResigters module is an
array of configuration space registers containing setup operation modes, base addresses and
other parameters. In the normal mode the addresses are written to the ConfigRegisters are
used to access the memory. In the table mode the TMHandler module uses written address to
fetch and process the table with address of reads and writes. The Format module is responsible
for masking the data and correct merging of data in the table mode. The DMAEngine module
implemented as a FIFO buffer with data performs loads and stores of the data using the DMA
write and DMA read functions provided by the functional model.

Figure 3. The DMA-agent

The imitator described above decreases IO-link operations latency and peripheral device
initial configuration time and increases the IO-link data rate. This agents create more intensive
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loads in comparison with the southbridge RTL model. But it is also necessary to verify the CPU
with the true IO-link latency, speed and other features (virtual channels, interrupts, data rate
reconfiguration, etc.). For these purposes the imitator can be configured as shown in fig. 4.

Figure 4. The IO-link imitator

The IO-link imitator is connected to CPU IO-link. The IO-link imitator contains the same
switch and agents, but also has the following modules:

∙ IO-link controller,

∙ two master to slave converters in order to connect the switch as a master to the IO-link
controller,

∙ special filter for PCICfg requests to the IO-link controller configuration registers,

∙ IO device interrupts imitator.

3. Functional model of the DMA imitator

The approach to the problem is based on presenting the direct memory access as two indepen-
dent modules: the simulator, that imitates the work the computer system architecture objects
that are directly employed in the process, and a test generator that provides the modes and
parameters for the direct memory access, sets up the logic of the these objects and controls the
correctness of the outcome (fig. 5). The structural and functional independence of these modules
significantly increases the flexibility of the system in such aspects as content and interaction of
objects under study, the spectrum of generated inputs and results checking.

The configuration of the simulator that has been developed contains four processor each one
containing several general-purpose cores and a northbridge, the southbridge and an imitator
that consists of an array of peripheral devices and their interfaces [3]. According to the second
section the communications of the imitator and the northbridge are performed by the functions
of the programming model described in the PCI standard.

The simulator works according to interpretation principle. In each virtual tick execution of
one command in each of the processor cores is performed. In addition, different asynchronous
actions in respect to the commands execution actions such as counter and timer ticks and
external interrupt handling are also performed during a single tick.
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In order to enable the communication of the simulator with the generator it has been decided
to implement a working cycle of the simulator available through a set of library functions.

Figure 5. Components of the DMA subsystem functional model

4. Test generator

The generator contains the static initialization code, the memory model and the core of the
generator. The initialization code is a sequence of instructions that performs the initial setup of
the hardware performed by the test.

The core of the generator contains the library control and communication module as well as
the code and data generators [5]. The library control and communication module is responsible
for interaction with the simulator. It invokes the step() function that implements execution
of instructions of the modeled hardware and the analysis the result of its execution. The code
generator writes the code that controls the operation of each of the DMA-agents and the data
generator writes the blocks of the data to be send. The flexibility of the DMA-imitator param-
eterisation is fully supported by the pseudorandom test generator that sets up pseudorandom
parameters for the DMA-exchange such as addresses of the memory buffers, ranges of the DMA-
packet sizes as well as different transfer modes.

Both static initialization code and dynamically generated code is placed into the code area
that is one of the components of the memory model. When code fetch takes place during the
program execution the requests are directed by the callback function to the code area of the
generator. The data area that is another memory model component is handled in a similar
manner. The requests for the data — the loads and stores can be initiated by both the CPU
cores and the DMA-agents. All of the requests are redirected to the data structure containing
the array dynamically allocated by the data generator.

The step-by-step algorithm of the simulator main modules interaction with the generator is
presented in the fig. 6.

The general scenario of working with the DMA-imitators has the following outline: the basic
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Figure 6. The control flow of the generator that employs DMA subsystem functional model

system initialization, the initialization of the DMA buffers with the data designated for trans-
mission, the configuration of the DMA-imitator and the launch of the DMA-exchange. Such
system parameters as number of processors and available physical address ranges can be varied
in a random way to create different DMA routing scenarios. The system initialization procedure
can also turn on input/output memory management unit (IOMMU) and fill translation table
with random entries.

The initialization of the DMA buffers is performed by the CPU cores causing the data for
the transfer to be located at different levels of the coherent memory hierarchy that includes
both caches and memory [6]. During the configuration of the imitator the specification of the
operation mode and the base address of the memory to be processed are determined. The DMA
exchange is performed while the CPU cores access memory regions that intersect with the DMA
buffers. After the completion of the exchange the reference values are generated based on the
contents of the memory final state. These values are used to perform self-checking during test
execution on the target model or device.

Any test produced by the generator can be executed on either the RTL model, the simulator
or the FPGA-based prototype without any additional test modification. The test generator
provides an opportunity to use any device connected to real southbridge instead of the DMA
imitator such an ethernet controller as a source of DMA-packets.

5. Conclusion

In this study the problem of the direct memory subsystem verification when applied to
“Elbrus” series microprocessors has been investigated. Employment of the test generator built
using the approach described in this paper allowed to find 45 bugs in three different “Elbrus”
series microprocessors: 24 in a single-cores low-power CPU and no cache coherence support, 16 in
a eight-core CPU supporting up to 32 core per ccNUMA system with coherent DMA and 5 in the
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next generation eight-core CPU with ccNUMA and updated coherence protocol. These bugs were
found in spite of rigorous stand-alone verification of the DMA subsystem modules performed
during the generator development. In order to enable the execution of sufficient number of
tests and speeding up the development of the test generators and bug analysis a method of
verification based on the replacement of DMA-capable real devices with imitator device with a
simple programming interface and ability to completely consume the bandwidth of the direct
memory access data path was introduced. The application of the developed method enables
to achieve the operation modes of the DMA subsystem analogous to the real-world ones. The
unification of the DMA imitator interface for the RTL-model, the computer complex simulator
and the FPGA-based prototype allows to increase the pace of DMA subsystem tests generator
development.
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A method of direct memory access subsystem verification used for Elbrus series micro-
processors has been described. A peripheral controller imitator has been developed in order
to reduce verification overhead. The model of imitator has been included into the functional
machine simulator. A pseudorandom test generator for verification of the direct memory
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